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Abstract 
This paper defines natural hierarchies of function and relation classes E& and at,, , constructed 
from parallel complexity classes in a manner analogous to the polynomial-time hierarchy. It is 
easily shown that 0” i_,,i. C_!I,:, gC?$ and similarly for the ~3 classes. The class q :, coin- 
x: 
tides with the single-valued functions in Buss et al.‘s class ;YY,‘- ’ [w& log*’ ’ ‘] (see [ 1 11). and 
analogously for other growth rates. Furthermore, the class Cl:, comprises exactly the functions 
I& -definable in SA.- I, and if 7’L-l is ti3C:‘,-conservative over .S-‘, then q ,rL is completely 
parallelizable. All functions in III,‘, are Ctk -definable in R;; this suffices to show that if the 
known EE:, conservativity between R; and Si-’ extends to R; and 5’:-‘. then NC -NC” 
relative to an oracle in PH. We prove a KPT-style witnessing theorem for $~ using constantly 
many rounds of q lk interactive computation, and thus show that if S; E Rr ’ then the bounded 
arithmetic hierarchy collapses, provably in .Yi 
1. Introduction 
Rohit Parikh, in [26]. studied weak theories of arithmetic that have induction only 
for bounded, or &, formulae. These theories became known as theavies of’houndt~tf 
~i~ith~?z~~i~, and were further developed in [6]. In that paper, Sam Buss restricted in- 
duction not only to bounded formulae, but to bounded formulae of fixed complexity 
Cf. Furthermore, Buss distinguished between an exponential-length and a polynomial- 
length form of induction, defining thereby two related hierarchies of logical theories 
T+j and A’;, and proved basic relationships among them such as that S; C: T; 2 S’;’ ’ 
for i 3 1. Most importantly, Buss showed that the proof strength of .S$ corresponded 
exactly to accepted notions of computational complexity: the functions at level i of 
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the polynomial time hierarchy are precisely those with a Cp graph, provably total and 
single-valued in Si . 
Expanding on this work, various researchers [ 1, 13, 141 introduced a third hierarchy 
of theories Ri based on log-length induction, and demonstrated that Ri analogously 
characterized the functions computable in the parallel class JlrW. But no natural de- 
scription was known of the computational content of Ri proofs for i > 1, in part because 
many natural arguments about log-length induction seem to require quasipolynomial, 
rather than polynomial, growth rates (although see [2, 51 for an exception). Attention 
therefore turned to the theories Ri, in which terms have quasipolynomial growth. Buss 
et al. [l l] described the problems for which R; can prove the existence of solutions, 
relying on a somewhat complex notion of multi-valued functions computed with a 
limited number of queries to a witnessing oracle. 
A preliminary version [4] of the present paper claimed to characterize the functions 
provably total and single-valued in Ri, Ri, Rd, etc., by natural oracle-based parallel 
complexity classes Cl& (defined below; for example, q t,, = ALOGTIME), ’ without 
the complications of multi-valued functions, witnessing oracles, or artificial bounds 
on the number of oracle queries. Buss pointed out a subtle flaw: one of the proofs 
implicitly relied on the following. 
Conjecture 1.1 (Buss). rf Rh k (E)(3y)A(x’, y), with A E C$, then there is a C$ for- 
mula B such that R6 t- (E)(Zl!y)B(T, y) and Rh k B(x’, y) >A($ y). 
The corresponding statement for theories Si was shown in [6], using the fact that 
“search reduces to decision” in polynomial time for SAT (i.e. given a yes/no oracle for 
SAT, one can find a satisfying assignment in polynomial time). Since it is not known 
whether search reduces to decision in q ;k for any NP-hard problem, this technique 
does not carry over straightforwardly, and neither [ 1 l] nor the author have been able 
to prove the conjecture for Rh. As a result, it is conceivable that some of the ‘d5i.X~ 
consequences of Rf, correspond to multi-valued functions that Rh cannot prove are 
extensions of q lfk functions. 
For another view of the problem, consider the “existential instantiation” inference in 
a natural deduction system (or its analogues in other styles of proof systems), which 
given the hypothesis %X&X), introduces a new constant symbol a about which nothing 
is known except q(a), and reasons with a henceforth. The computational analogue is, 
given a list of numbers of which at least one has a desired property, to choose an 
arbitrary number from the list with the desired property. Although polynomial time 
can do this in many circumstances, it is not clear that q f,,k can. 
However, we show that q ifk comprises, if not all of the C$ consequences of Ri, 
at least a “large” subset of them: indeed, if we restrict our attention to single-valued 
functions, q lfk does comprise exactly the C$ consequences of R;. This suffices to 
’ The q tk characterizations depend both on the function-theoretic characterization of [3] and on circuits 
with oracle gates, as in [32, 331. 
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prove other results relating conservativity among theories of bounded arithmetic to 
collapses of complexity classes. 
For example, [l l] asked whether the known ElC~+, conservativity between S; and 
R\“, or between T;’ and Si”, also holds between S$ and RF’; we give circumstantial 
evidence that it does not, as such conservativity would imply a collapse of complexity 
classes (see Theorem 6.11). 
With the aid of an ingenious interactive computational model, Krajicek et al. [24] 
showed that if SF’ E Ti, then CL:, & IQT,/poly and therefore the polynomial hierarchy 
collapses to at most Cl?+, = TIP i+2. Buss [9] and Zambella [34] simplified the proof and 
strengthened the result: under the same hypotheses, Cl:, C II,:,/poly, and therefore the 
polynomial hierarchy collapses, provably in Ti. The present paper shows (see Theo- 
rem 7.4) that any equivalence of the form R, ‘+’ ES;, with i> l,k>3, would imply a 
similar collapse of complexity classes, e.g. (for k = 3) the collapse of the quasipoly- 
nomial hierarchy, provably in Si. 
Section 2 defines the hierarchies of logical theories, the models of parallel compu- 
tation, and the hierarchies of parallel complexity classes used in this paper. Section 3 
proves a variety of basic relationships among these complexity classes. Section 4 shows 
that Ri can define a number of useful functions (e.g. sequence coding) and prove a 
number of useful properties of them. Section 5 shows a direct link between the com- 
plexity classes of the present paper and those defined in [ 11, 221. Section 6 proves that 
the computational class q lfk is contained in the Cp consequences of R;. Section 7 gives 
results analogous to those of [24, 9, 341 relating the collapse of theories of bounded 
arithmetic to the collapse of complexity classes. We conclude by discussing some of 
the remaining results we would most like to prove about these theories. 
2. Definitions 
2.1. Universe(s) of discourse 
Most of the existing literature on theories of bounded arithmetic treats the theories 
as operating over a universe of natural numbers. However, many aspects of parallel 
computation are easier to formulate in terms of bit-strings. Dyadic notation [16, 301 
provides a convenient bijection between the two. To avoid confusion, we shall think of 
parallel computation as operating on strings in the language {T, F}*; when interpreting 
such a string as a natural number, we read T as the dyadic digit 2 and F as the dyadic 
digit 1. 
2.2. Languages, notation, and growth rates 
We work with several first-order languages of arithmetic, similar to those used in 
[6] and [l 11, with whose notation the reader is assumed to be familiar. First we define 
a collection of term and relation symbols. 
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Definition 2.1. The language 91 consists of 
l the variable symbols a, 6, c, d, w,x, y,z, possibly subscripted with an integer, 
l the constant symbols 0 and 1, with their usual interpretations, 
l the binary infix relation symbols = and < with their usual interpretations, 
l the binary infix function symbols +, + and . with their usual interpretations (where 
x -y = max(O,x - y)), 
l the notation /xl, interpreted to mean jlog,(x+ l)], the number of digits in x’s dyadic 
representation, and 
l the binary prefix function symbol Msp interpreted such that Msp(x, y) = 1(x + l)/ 
2Y] -1 (i.e. the result of deleting the rightmost y digits from x’s dyadic represen- 
tation). 
and any term constructed from these by composition. 
Definition 2.2. For k > 1, the language gk is the language 91 augmented with the 
binary infix function symbols #2, #s, #4,. . . #k, pronounced “smash two”, “smash three”, 
and so on. “Smash two” is often simply called “smash”. 
The intended interpretations of these symbols are as follows: x#zy = 2ixl ‘1~ - 1, 
x#sy = 214#4Ji - 1,. . .) x#ky=21X1#“-‘1Y1 _ 1. Th ese smash functions are discussed in 
[15, 21, 25, 6, 11, all of which use unimportantly different definitions (e.g., using 
binary, rather than dyadic, lengths, or omitting the “-1”). 
We shall frequently refer to “the length of an Tk-term”, or IL?k 1 for short. For 
example, if we say “f(x) E 19, I” or “f(x) is bounded by the length of an 91 term”, 
we mean that f is at most a linear function in the length of x. Similarly, 1921 means a 
polynomial, or 2O(‘Os), 
22”C11igI”~1, 
in the lengths of the free variables; 193 / is quasipolynomial, or 
in the lengths of the free variables, and so on. We shall likewise refer to “the 
log of the length of an yk-term”, abbreviating it Il_Yk /I (the slight abuse of notation, 
equating log with length, does not affect the results). 
One can define a number of other useful functions and relations as abbreviations for 
terms and formulae over this basic syntax: 
x<yHx+l<y 
x>y@ybx 
x>y++y<x 
2=1+1 
PwrTwo(x) @ 12.x -21 + 1 = 12 .x L 11 
x2 =x.x 
21X’ =(x#zl) + 1 
Lsp(x, y) =x ‘2 min(Y%lxl). Msp(x, v) 
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Substr(x, y,z) = Lsp(Msp(x, y),z) 
Bit(i.x) = Substr(x, i, 1) 
X 
LI z 
=Msp(x+ 1,l) 
Parity(x) = Lsp(x, 1) 
Conc(x, .y) =x .2l?‘l + y 
Shl(x, y) = Lsp(Conc(x, y), 1x1) 
235 
Note that the Cone, Msp, and Lsp functions act as inverses: Msp(Conc(x,,v), 
1.4) =x, Lsp(Conc(x, Y), Ivl) = Y, and (for IyI d 1x1) Conc(Msp(x, y), Lsp(x, JJ)) =x. 
(Allen, in [l], defined these functions differently, operating on binary rather than dyadic 
numbers, with the odd result that the “back half” of a 40-digit number could be any- 
where from 0 to 20 digits long, depending on leading zeroes; in our setting it will 
always be exactly 20 digits.) 
2.3. Syntactic. complexity 
We next define an hierarchy of syntactic formula classes, analogous to the classes 
C,, II,, a, familiar to recursion theorists. The following definitions differ from those 
in [6] mainly in the presence of a second subscript k; since Buss was only concerned 
with a language analogous to 22, his results apply to our classes with k = 2. 
Definition 2.3. A bounded quantifier with bound of the form (t(x)l, i.e. one whose 
outermost function symbol is I 1, is said to be sharply bounded. 
Definition 2.4. The classes C$ and f$‘, are the smallest sets of formulae satisfying 
the following inductive definition (where t is a term in language Yk). 
Xi,, = II;,, is the set of formulae in language Yk in which all quantifiers are sharply 
bounded. 
rP. c cj’,,,,. r,h - 
q, c q+,,,. 
If A E C;+,,,, then the formula (3x < t)A is also in CF+, k. 
If A E nIf+,,,, then the formula (tJx<t)A is also in II;+, k. 
If A, B E C(lk (respectively, II!,), then so are A A B and A V B. 
If A E Cf’, and B E IIt, (respectively, vice versa), then (A > B) E nf’, (respectively, 
C;J. 
If il E CFk (respectively, I$), then so are both (‘Jx< Itj)A and (3x< It()A. 
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When the language _!?k is clear from context, particularly when k = 2, we omit the 
subscript k. 
2.4. Classical theories of bounded arithmetic 
The theory Ti is axiomatized by a fixed, finite set of quantifier-free axioms and the 
inference rule Cf’,-ZND, which we write in Gentzen sequent-calculus form: 
I-(&A@, 6) +A(a + 1, g), A(@ 
I$),A(O,&A(t(@,@,A(~) 
where A E cp, and t E yk. 
The theory Si is axiomatized similarly, but with one of two alternate induction 
inferences (which are provably equivalent; see [6, 11) in place of ZND. 
Ctk - PZND (“prefix induction”): 
Q&A ([:I ,“;> -A(&), A(z) 
T(g), A(0, g) --+ A(t(&), g), A(@ 
Ctk - LZND (“length induction”): 
T(6), A(u, g) + A(a + 1, g), A(g) 
@MO, g) -A(lt(@l,@, A(g) 
The theory Rh is axiomatized similarly, with one of four induction schemes, called 
DCZ, PPZND, LPZND, and LLZND. They are shown to be equivalent in [l, 141 (in a 
sufficiently expressive language, such as yk for k 32). 
The DCZ induction scheme introduced in [l] uses functions Fh and Bh that return 
the “front half” and “back half”, respectively, of a number’s binary representation. We 
use, instead, the more well-behaved Fh and Bh functions defined in Section 2.2. As a 
side effect, we must use more base cases: in addition to 0 and 1, we need 2 in order 
for DCZ to be valid. 
Ctk - DCI (“divide and conquer induction”): 
T(@,A(Bh(a),~),A(Fh(a),@+A(a,~),A(@ 
T(~),A(O,@,A(1,6),A(2,6)+A(t(@,@,A(& 
Cf’, - PPZND: 
I@), A(Fh(u), 6) -+ A(u, g), A(& 
@),A(O, &A( 1,6),A(2, g) + A(t(@, z), A(@ 
C;, - LPIND: 
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The reader seeking more detail and discussion of these theories and induction 
schemes is referred to [6, 1, 14, 21. 
The theory Ri seems to require a few more base functions than Sj. Where [6] used 
the language (0, {xl, 1x/21, x + y, x . y, x#y} for the theories Si, [l] generalizes the 
lx/Z] function to Msp(x, y), and adds the functions x ’ y, Bit(i,x), and Lsp(x, i) in 
defining a theory similar to R.j,. We shall do the same, except that we defined Bit and 
Lsp by abbreviation (see Section 2.2). 
The defining axioms for all these symbols follow. Fourteen, labelled “(CU)“, are 
(straightforward adaptations of) corresponding axioms in [ 171. Several others, labelled 
(A), appear (modulo obvious adaptations) in [l]. We use different defining axioms for 
Msp and # from those in [ 1). 
. 
. 
0 
l 
0 
. 
l 
l 
. 
. 
. 
. 
0 
. 
l 
l 
0 
l 
o,<x (CU) 
x<l>x=Ovx=l (A) 
x<y>(+Y=yVx+l<y) (CU) 
(x<y A y<‘?)3x<z (CU) 
(XdyA,v6x)3x=y (CU) 
x<y v y<x (CU) 
101 =o (CU) 
/(2.x) + I/ = /x/ + 1 (CU) 
/(2.x) + 21= /XI + 1 (CU) 
xby> I~lQlYl (CU) 
x+0=x (CU) 
x+y=vix (A) 
(x+y)+z=x+(y+z) (CU) 
x+ydx+z+-+ydz (CU) 
x<y>x --y=O (A) 
ydxz,(s--y)+y=x (A) 
x.1=x (CU) 
x~(y+z)=(x~y)+(X~z) (CU) 
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. Msp(x, 0) =x (A) 
l /x/ <i II Msp(x, i) = 0 (A) 
l (Msp(x,i)=2.Msp(x,i+ I)+ l)V(Msp(x,i)=2.Msp(x,i+ 1)-j-2) (A) 
l Msp(2.x+ I,i+ l)=Msp(x,i) 
. Msp(2.x+2,i+ l)=Msp(2.x+ l,i+ 1) 
The present paper defines the smash functions slightly differently than does [17], as 
mentioned in Section 2.2, so the axioms for #2,. . . , #k become simply 
IX%YI = 1x1. I_%/ 
I(x#*y) L I/ = Ix#zyI L. 1 
In addition, the theory Rk has the inference rules of LKB (see [6]) and DCZ on all 
formulae in CQ,. 
2.6. Circuits and uniJbrmity 
Our complexity classes are defined in terms of uniform families of multiple-output 
circuits, which furthermore may contain “oracle gates”. (In addition, for technical rea- 
sons, we introduce “output gates” which compute the identity function of their single 
input.) Wilson 132, 331 introduced a similar notion of oracle gates, and we shall follow 
his convention that an oracle gate’s “size” and “depth” are its fan-in and the log of 
its fan-in, respectively. (This convention is crucial to some of the proofs in the k = 2 
case; it makes no difference for k 2 3.) 
Most of the circuit families in this paper are described by yenus: 
De~nition 2.5. An oracle circuit family of yenus k is a circuit family with at most 
/Tj+ / output gates, depth at most //_$%?k //, and fan-in at most 2 except for its oracle gates. 
All oracle gates in a given circuit family with input _? have fan-in exactly it(x where 
t E 2, is a nontrivial term in the following sense. 
Definition 2.6. A term t(Z) is nontrivial if it is bounded below by the maximum of 
its free variables. 
Actually, we onty need that /t(Z)/ = s2(/7j), i.e., t is bounded below by a polynomial 
in which all its free variables Z appear with positive degree and positive coefficient. 
But for our purposes, this more inclusive definition does not seem worth its added 
complexity. 
Most results in this paper are stated “for k 22” or “for k >, 3”‘. Some would hold 
even for k = 1, but genus 1 circuit families are so ill-behaved (e.g., not closed under 
composition) that we shall usually ignore the k = 1 case. 
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Lemma 2.7. For k 32, un oracle circuit jLmily oj’ genus k has size (i.e., number of’ 
gates) ot most 16pki. 
Proof. Recall that by convention, an oracle gate has the same “size” as a tree of 
bounded-fan-in gates of the same “depth”. So for purposes of size, we may assume 
there are no oracle gates. Thus, the size of any sinylr-output circuit is 19~ I. There 
may be as many as /_5$\ output gates in a circuit. But since I-Yk/ is closed under 
multiplication for k 3 2, the total size remains 19~ i. 0 
All circuit families in this paper are assumed to be uniform in the .Uk-* sense of 
Ruzzo [28]. However, we must slightly extend Ruzzo’s definition of the extended 
connection language to handle multiple-output circuits and oracle gates. The following 
definition is formulated using strings of O’s and l’s interpreted in binary; however, this 
notation can be easily interconverted with dyadic by using +, -, and 21”1. 
Definition 2.8. The descendant of a gate 7 along path p E (0, 1}* is defined by the 
following algorithm: 
let “the current yute” be 7 
,thilr 1 pi > 0, 
let r be the j&z-in of the current gute (either 0, 1,2, or It 1) 
(ij I- = 0, the descendant is undejned) 
let c he the binary number represented by the leftmost max(l, [log(r)] ) 
bits oj p 
(ij 1 pl< [log(r)], the descendunt is undejined) 
rrmoCe the leftmost [log(r)] bits oJ’ p 
updute the current yute to be the cth leftmost child of the currerzt gutr 
return the current gate 
Definition 2.9. Each gate in an oracle circuit has a type, encoded as a binary number, 
as follows: 
l The type of an input gate is an ordered pair: a constant-length indication that it is 
an input gate, and a binary number indicating which bit of input it is. 
l The type of an output gate is an ordered pair: a constant-length indication that it is 
an output gate, and a binary number indicating which bit of output it is. (An output 
gate is assumed to have fan-in exactly 1, and to compute the identity function.) 
l The type of a bounded-fan-in internal gate is an ordered pair: a constant-length 
indication that it is a bounded internal gate, and a constant-length indication of what 
Boolean function it computes. 
l The type of an oracle gate for a relation p is a constant-length indication that it i,s 
a p-oracle gate. 
Definition 2.10. The extended connection lunguugr of an oracle circuit family is the 
set of 4-tuples (n,?, p,z) such that n is the binary representation of the number of 
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inputs to the circuit, y is a binary number identifying a gate in the circuit, p E (0, l}*, 
and either 1 pi = 0 and r is the type of gate y, or 1 pi 3 1 and r is a binary number 
identifying the descendant of y along path p. 
Definition 2.11 (Ruzzo [28]). A family of circuits of depth r(n) and size Z(n) is UE.- 
uniform if its extended connection language is recognizable by an alternating Turing 
machine (ATM, with random access to a read-only input tape) in time O(T(n)) and 
space O(log(Z(n))). 
Lemma 2.12. An oracle-free circuit family of genus k 2 2 is UE.-uniform ifs its 
extended connection language is in ATIME( 11 _!Z’k II ). 
Proof. Straightforward; note that k B 2 is necessary in order for the depth bounds II LYE (1 
to be closed under constant factors. 0 
The class of such circuit families is “self-uniform” in that they are exactly as power- 
ful as the ATM’s that define their uniformity (see [28, Theorems 3 and 41). Henceforth, 
whenever we speak of “unifotm” circuit families, we mean this sense of uniformity. 
2.7. Complexity classes 
The polynomial-time hierarchy contains relation classes Cp, II/, and A:, and func- 
tion classes q f (see, e.g., [6]). Buss mentions in passing that analogous definitions and 
theorems hold if the language is expanded to yk, for k 22. We therefore generalize 
the notation: 
Definition 2.13. The complexity classes Cfk, IItk, A$, and 05, for ka 1, are defined 
as follows: 
l C,P,=nOPk=A~,k=DTIME(l~kl). 
l For iaO,‘Cp+, k is the closure of II,yk under 9k-bounded existential quantification. 
l For i>O, fl,F+, k is the closure of C[k under L&-bounded universal quantification. 
l For i>O, A:+, k =DTIME(1~kI)~r,‘=DTIME(I~kk)=~~. 
0 q ;, =FDT&&]&]), i.e., the functions computable in DTIME( ]L?~J). 
l For i>O, q z!+, k, =~~~hi~‘E(\~#~~ =FDTIME()L%“I)“:‘L 
For example, AT,, is P’, Cc2 is &‘.9’, and 0;s is the class of functions computable 
in quasipolynomial time with oracles for nondeterministic quasipolynomial time. We 
also define analogous classes based on parallel complexity: 
Definition 2.14. The complexity classes CEk, IIFk, A;,k, and nick, for k > 1, are defined , 
as follows: 
l C& = II& = A$,, = the class of relations decidable by a uniform family of single- 
output circuits of genus k, containing no oracle gates. 
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For i 3 0, CF+, k 
For i30, II:+,‘, 
is the closure of IIF, under L?k-bounded existential quantification. 
is the closure of C”, under Yk-bounded universal quantification. 
For i>,O, A:,;,, is the class of relations decidable by a uniform family of single- 
output circuits of genus k, containing oracle gates for some Cz, or II& relation. 
0; k is the class of functions computable by a uniform family of (L?k I-output circuits 
of genus k, with no oracle gates. 
For i > 0 q ,C,,,, is the class of functions computable by a uniform family of I_Yk I- , > 
output circuits of genus k, containing oracle gates for some CF, or IIF, relation. 
Henceforth, families with the uniformity, size, depth, and gate restrictions above will 
be called Cf.,, n:,, and A;., circuit families, respectively. 
At the k = 2 level, it is not clear whether the “most natural” parallel complexity 
class is .~1,“%’ or ,5’%. For example, Corollary 5.8 below characterizes 0:’ (which 
for k = 2 is based on .kY’ ). But although Theorem 6.1 also holds for El::,, it can be 
strengthened in the k = 2 case to apply to classes based on I”‘&. We now define these 
classes precisely. 
Definition 2.15 (Allen [l]). 93V is the class of functions computable by UE*- 
uniform’ circuit families with polylog depth, polynomial size, and polynomially many 
outputs. 
Definition 2.16. For any class X of relations on (0, l}“, 
.%V3?x is the class of fimctions computable by UE--uniform, polylog depth, poly- 
nomial size, oracle circuit families with oracle gates of fan-in ltl (where t E 2’1 is 
nontrivial) for an X relation. 
._ 1 TX is the class of relations whose characteristic functions are O/ 1 -valued 3. I ‘% -\ 
functions. 
As usual, an oracle gate’s “depth” and “size” are considered to be IIt 1) and ltl, re- 
spectively. Note that since t is nontrivial, these are H( /1_4ak 11) and (I( (yk I), respectively. 
Normally, we shall study classes of the form ..1”%?;~1 2 and .%V@-I 2. by analogy 
to A‘;., and q ,C, 
2.8. Alternating Turing machines 
We can also define an alternating Turing machine model to correspond to arbitrary 
levels in the AC hierarchies. 
Definition 2.17. An oracle alternating Turing machine of genus k is an altemat- 
ing IlYh-II-time Turing machine whose states are partitioned into universal, existential, 
exclusive-or, and oracle states. The universal, existential, and exclusive-or states each 
‘Allen actually defined .91”9 circuit families to be logspace uniform, but as he points out, it makes no 
difference at this level; see [28]. 
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have exactly two next states. The behavior of all oracle states in a given machine 
depends on a nontrivial global bound t E 2’k. 
When the machine enters an oracle state for relation p, it guesses a binary number 
0 <j -=c It(x writes it and a delimiter at the end of a special oracle tape, and goes 
on to a next state deterministically. Let Dj denote the accept/reject decision of this 
next state given the number j; then the oracle state accepts iff the relation p holds of 
the Itl-bit string Dltl-IDlti-2 . .D~D~Do. An oracle state is counted as taking l/tll time 
steps. 
(Recall that [12] defined ATMs with NOT states, then proved that they could be 
eliminated. This proof appears not to work in the presence of oracle states, unless the 
oracles come from a class closed under complement. We use two-input exclusive-or 
states instead, as they can be “programmed” to compute either a NOT or an identity 
function by making one of their successor configurations unconditionally accept or 
reject.) 
For example, if p were a )tl-way AND, a p-oracle state would be equivalent to 
universally guessing lltjl bits, which could have equally well been done without an 
oracle in the same time. Similar reasoning holds for any p E &,k, giving us 
Lemma 2.18. For k 22, a relation is computable by an oracle ATM qf genus k with 
a %i oracle ifs it is computable by an ATM of genus k with no oracles ut all. 
A more interesting situation arises when p is, say, a C; k relation; then there is no 
obvious way to simulate the oracle in less than )Ykk( parallel time, exponentially too 
long. The following lemma may be seen as a generalization of Theorems 3 and 4 of 
v71. 
Lemma 2.19. For k 32, a relution is computable by un ATM of genus k with an 
oracle in CF_,,, (if the relation is in &J k. 
Proof. Let p be a:,k, using gates for CF_ ,,k oracle 0. We construct an ATM to com- 
pute p as follows. At all times, maintain on an extra tape the path from the root to 
the gate currently being simulated. Guess (in constant time) whether the gate is AND, 
OR, NOT, output, input, or oracle. Depending on the answer, then guess the remaining 
bits of its type. In any case, you now know the complete type of the gate; confirm 
this type in parallel with the U,. uniformity algorithm. If AND or OR, simulate it 
by making the appropriate guess and appending a bit to the path. If NOT, simulate 
it with an exclusive-or state one of whose successors accepts unconditionally. If a CJ 
oracle gate, simulate it with a g oracle state, appending the number guessed to the 
path. If input, simulate it by accessing the input tape. If output, return an accept/reject 
decision. 
Note that guessing the type of a gate takes constant time except for input and output 
gates, of which any given path contains at most one each. Thus, the total time to 
simulate a path of length //9, // is at most O(/(zk/l), which is still /l_Ykll for k32. 
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Conversely, let p be computable by an ATM of genus k with a CF_,,, oracle n. 
By standard techniques, assume all access to the input tape is at leaves. Furthermore, 
assume the ATM never overwrites the numbers it gets from oracle states; if it wishes 
to overwrite them, it has plenty of time to copy them onto writable work tapes first. 
As in [28], we construct a circuit with a gate labelled (t,a) for each time step t within 
the IiYkiI time bounds and each configuration a within the l~Yki1 space bounds, and 
connect them in the obvious way. A a-oracle state of the ATM, of course. becomes 
a o-oracle gate in the circuit; at any subsequent time that the ATM reads from an 
oracle tape, the subcircuit reached by taking branch ,j through the oracle gate acts as 
though the ATM had read a j from the oracle tape. Note that this circuit family is 
still UfZ*-uniform: given an input length and an instance of the extended connection 
language, the uniformity condition need only check whether all gates in the instance 
are labelled with suitable times and configurations, and whether the path in the in- 
stance respects the allowable fan-in of gates, and then follow paths by simulating ATM 
actions. ci 
In particular, fii.k is equal to A TIME( Il-rr’, 11) for all I; 22. For example, A(,.: is 
known in the literature as ALOGTIME or uniform 1 ‘X ‘, and A’& is the class of prob- 
lems solvable in uniform polylog depth, or alternating polylog time. or deterministic 
polylog space (for other relevant characterizations of these classes, see 131). 
3. Basic relationships among the classes 
In this section we prove “the easy theorems” about the classes defined in Section 2.7, 
showing they constitute a well-behaved complexity hierarchy, before proceeding to 
more profound results. 
Lemma 3.1. For k 22, Q, k & a: k 
Proof. A &i,k circuit family has size 1_4”k /, so a deterministic /Yk /-time program can 
construct the appropriate circuit and evaluate it. 0 
Lemma 3.2. For k 22, CT,, = Cy.k 
Proof. The C direction follows immediately from Lemma 3.1. 
For the > direction, consider an arbitrary Cfx machine, i.e., a nondeterministic /Yki- 
time machine. Its computation can be simulated in CT,, by guessing a string represent- 
ing a complete computation of the machine, then checking that the first configuration 
contains the right input and initial conditions, the last configuration is accepting, and 
(in parallel for all j) that the (j+ 1)th configuration follows correctly from the jth. The 
string is of length 19k12, which for k 22 is I5?k 1. The parallel check requires a IYh i- 
way conjunction, which can be done easily by a &,k circuit family. Checking that a 
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configuration follows correctly from the previous one requires checking that their tape 
contents are identical except for the square under the head in the earlier configuration; 
this again is a ]_!Zk J-way conjunction, and easily within A: k. 0 
This is not an earthshaking result; similar statements date at least to 1974 [ 181. But 
in our notation, it implies immediately the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.3. For ia 1, k 32, cEk = clyk and IIF, = IIIipk. 
In light of this theorem, we can dispense with proving basic properties of the Ctk 
and II:, classes: either we already know them, or we are unlikely to be able to prove 
them with present techniques. Indeed, we can dispense with the notations CF, and II:, 
altogether. But we still do not know much about the A: k and q & classes. So we will 
prove a number of useful results about these classes and’ the relationships among them. 
We state the most trivial ones without proof: 
Fact 3.4. 
l The A: k relations are the relations with characteristic functions in q &. 
l For i >O, k 3 1, A; k is closed under negation, finite disjunction and conjunction, 
and definition by A\ k cases (and similarly with JV”~? in place of A: k). 
l For all i’ai>O and’k’>k>l, we have A<kGA$,, andO~kCO;k,.’ 
. C;, u I&:, c A;,, k. 
Lemma 3.5. For i > 0 and k 22, Cl,:, and FJfqx are closed under composition. 
Proof. Suppose functions f(y) and g(x) are in I&. A multiple-output oracle circuit 
for f can be converted into one for f o g by replacing the input gates for bits of y 
with the outputs of a multiple-output circuit for g. The resulting circuit is still q $_, 
because circuit depth is closed under addition for k 3 2. 
The proof for FM%? is similar. 0 
Corollary 3.6. For i 3 0 and k 2 2, A;.,, is closed under substitution by Uzk functions 
(similarly, A48 . .I IS L osed under 9UWx substitution). 
Lemma 3.7. For k >2, A\ k = AC, k. (Similarly, N%? = N%‘.“W. ) 
Proof. Let p E Aci,,. Then p has a uniform circuit family of genus k containing oracle 
gates for some Xi,, (i.e., A%,k) relation 0. To compute p in Ai,k, simply replace 
each oracle gate for B with an entire circuit for c (depth ]],I;p I]). If k = 2, then a 
a-oracle gate is counted as having depth 8(log(lx])) and the total depth of a p-circuit is 
O(log( Ix] )), so each path can have had only constantly many a-oracle gates. Replacing 
them with ll_Yk II-depth a-circuits adds only 0( l/_Y’kll) to the total depth, so the result 
has depth ]]Yk]]. On the other hand, if k $3, then replacing each o-oracle gate with a 
11 yk/)-depth circuit at most multiplies the depth by )]Tk 11, which is still within ll_!$?k 11 
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for k 2 3. The uniformity of the new circuit family follows easily from the uniformity 
of the p family and the cr family. 
The proof for JVV is similar, relying on the convention that an oracle gate with 
fan-in ItI is counted as having size It I. Cl 
Lemma 3.8. For any i >O, k > 2, the function f(Z) is in Of:, ifs its bit-graph, the 
relution BGf(j,x’) = Bit(j, f(Z)), is in A‘, k. 
Similarly, u function is in 95+Wx ifs its bit-graph is in l”Wx. 
Proof. (=s-): A circuit to do this consists of a l_Yk /-bit multiplexer (which can be done 
in depth ll-%ll> composed with a circuit for f. 
(+): Simply use if(T)1 circuits in parallel, each computing a different bit of ,f’. 3 
Lemma 3.9. For i 30 und k 22, if p(Z) is equivalent to (3-y < ~s(Z)j)a(J;, y) or to 
VY d lsG)lMK Y>, h w ere o E A:. k and s E yk, (respectively, o E A’?f, ,zith s E Yi), , 
then p is itself in A:.,, (respectively, c I/^%?). 
Thut is, A’;_, and .A~~x ure closed under sharply-bounded quunttjiers. 
Proof. An AND or OR of fan-in IYkl can be evaluated by a bounded-fan-in circuit 
of depth llP’k/l, i.e., at the cost of an additional lldi4kll depth, allowable for k>2. 0 
Lemma 3.10. For i>O, k>2, Afk C: A:,. (Similarly, 4’&L~ 2 2 A$.) 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1. A Aflk program has time to construct 
a description of the A:, circuit (complete with oracle gates) and evaluate it, invoking 
a c,cI k oracle when necessary. 0 
Corollary 3.11. For i>O, k>2, At, C Cfk n IIflk. (Similarly, .;lr5&~1 2 C Cc2 n I$‘,.) 
Corollary 3.12. For i > 0, k 22, the classes Cf, and IIfk are closed under definition 
by cases, us long us the decision is in either A; k or ,$‘@:‘I 2. 
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 3.10. A q ck program has time to construct, for each 
of l2’k I output bits j, a complete description of the At, circuit that computes the 
jth output bit. The q fk program can then evaluate each of these circuits and concate- 
nate the answers. All of this works because l.Ykl is closed under multiplication for 
k>2. 0 
Corollary 3.14. For i 3 0, k 3 2, the classes Cf’, and IIck ure closed under substitution 
by Of” (and 95V&-~-~ ) functions. 
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Theorem 3.15. For i> 1, k32 we have A!, C A:, 5 AF+,,k and q $ GUfk GOf;l,k. 
Proof. The inclusions At, C A$ and q & ‘Cl$ are Lemmas 3.10 and 3.13. 
The inclusion A:, C AF+,,k is immediate because A:, 2 Cflk, for which AF+,,k has 
an oracle. 
For the inclusion q lFk 2 •l~+l,k, observe that bit extraction is in Cl&, so any desired 
bit of the q ck function can be found in Af+,,k. It then remains only for Cl:+ l,k to 
compute each of these bits in parallel; the uniformity condition can easily specify 
which bit of the q pk function to extract. cl 
4. Bootstrapping Rb 
Every paper introducing a new theory of bounded arithmetic contains a “bootstrap- 
ping” section showing that the theory in question has nice closure properties, can 
encode sequences efficiently, etc. The present paper is no exception. Fortunately, much 
of the bootstrapping of Ri has already been done in [l]. 
4.1. DCI, PPIND, LPIND, and LLIND 
Theorem 4.1 (Allen, Takeuti). In the presence of the quantijier-free axioms of R:, 
the following are equivalent: 
l C;-DCI 
l C;-PPIND 
l C;-LPIND 
l C;-LLIND 
Proof. DCI trivially simulates PPIND, since their conclusions are the same and 
PPIND has stronger hypotheses. 
PPIND can simulate LPIND on the Cp formula A(x) as follows. Let B(x) = 
A( 1x1 L 1). Then clearly A(0) > B(0) A B( 1) A B(2), taking care of the base cases of 
PPIND on B. For the induction step, observe that 
B(Fh(x))+A(IFh(x)l -l)+A ([:I +A ([VI) +A(jxl -l)+B(x). 
Thus, we can do PPIND on B(x) up to B(2t + 1 ), which implies A( It 1) as desired. 
LPIND can simulate LLIND in much the same way, letting B(x) =A( 1 + /x A 11) 
(i.e. B(x) is A of the binary length of x) and using LPIND on B(x) up to B(/2t + 1 I). 
To simulate DCI with LLIND, we shall interpret a bit string as a balanced binary 
tree of suitably aligned substrings, and prove by induction on the height of the tree 
that all vertices of the tree have a certain property. It is a straightforward exercise to 
define a term Block(x,w,i) which yields the ith leftmost vertex of x in the wth level 
from the bottom. One can then define, given a Cp formula A(x, y’), another CF formula 
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B(x, VV, _?) stating that for all blocks b at level w of the tree jnte~retation of X, A(hi ,G) 
holds. LLIND on the variable JV in &.X,X’,?) then yields the desired result; for further 
details, see (2, pp. 95-961. 0 
4.2. Addirug symbols by dttfinition 
Definition 4.2 (Buss). The function f’(x”) is Et-defined in theory T if there is a 1:: 
formula if,{.?, y) (in the language of 7’) such that T t- (~~)(~!~)~~,~.~, 3) and 
,V ~..f’(i;)‘?P?~Af(ii,~). 
In particular, if j‘ is X:-defined in theory T, then let T’ denote the theory T aug- 
mented with the function symbol f (which may appear anywhere, including induction 
formulae) and the defining axiom f’(x’) = y c-i A, f(_?, y). Buss [6] pointed out that every 
Cf (resp., TIf) formula in Tf is Tf’-provably equivalent to a CF (resp., ITf) formula 
not involving ,f. Thus, if all of T’s general axiom schemas are applicable to, say, “all 
C” formulae”l then J’ can be added to the language without changing the appljcability 
of those schemas, and thus Tf is a conservative extension of T. 
Definition 4.3 (Buss). A formula 4 is A: with respect to theory T if there are a Cf 
formula 4’ and a lI” formula @, both T-provably equivalent to (b. 
Buss showed that if R is At-defined in theory T, then every formula of TX is 
provably equivalent to a T formula of the same level of syntactic complexity, and so 
if all of T’s general axiom schemas are applicable to “all Cf formulae”, then TK is a 
conservative extension of T. 
4.3. Multi-oariahle induction 
The various induction schemes of Section 2.4 all apply to only one variable. It 
is often convenient (especially when Cf-defining a function of several arguments) to 
induct on two or more variables at once. [17] shows that I$! can prove the validity of 
multi-variable PZND, by interleaving the bits of several variables into one. We shall 
do much the same in Ri, although we must change the method of interleaving to work 
for DCI. For simplicity, we define multi-variable induction only up to terms whose 
length is a power of two; this will suffice for our purposes, and ensures that repeatedly 
applying Bh and Fh to said term produces a full, balanced binary tree. 
First we X:-define a fiction lnsi in Ri. This function takes a number and produces 
a number of exactly twice the dyadic length, formed by inserting a 1 digit after each 
dyadic digit of the original number. It has the Cf graph 
The existence of such a y can be proven in Ri by a straightforward DCZ on x, and 
so the lnsi function may be added conservatively to the language of Ri. 
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We can likewise X:-define functions OddBits and EvenBits, which extract the odd- 
and even-numbered bits of their one argument, respectively; details are left to 
the reader. We then define (by composition) RotRight = Conc( 1, Msp(x, 1)) and 
Interleave(x,y)= Ins,(x) + RotRight(lnsl(y)) -(x#3). One can prove, without induc- 
tion, that 
1x1= IyI > OddBits(lnterleave(x, y)) =x, 
1x1 = IyI > EvenBits(lnterleave(x, y)) = y, 
1x1= IyI > Bh(lnterleave(x, y)) = Interleave(Bh(x), Bh(y)), and 
1x1 = lyl > Fh(lnterleave(x, y)) = Interleave(Fh(x), Fh(y)). 
If we wish to induct on the variables XI and x2 at once in the Cp formula .4(x1,x*, j), 
we can do so by defining B(x, y) as the Cp formula 
(PwrTwo(lxl) A 1x1 # 1) >A(OddBits(x), EvenBits( y’), 
and inducting on B instead (up to any value whose length is an even power of two). 
The precise definition of two-variable DCI, omitting the free variables b’ which may 
appear anywhere, is 
Note that, in order for two-variable DCZ to be valid, all five base cases A(O,O,g), 
A( 1, 1,6), A( 1, 2, g), A(2,1,6), and A(2,2,;) must hold. The base case A(O,O,g) im- 
plies B(O,$). The other two base cases of B induction, B( l,&), and B(2,6), are vac- 
uous, and the remaining four A base cases are used to prove the length 2 cases of 
B(Bh(x), 6), B(Fh(x), 6) + B(x, 6). 
Once we can induct on two variables at once, the process can be iterated to handle 
any fixed number of variables. 
4.4. Rounding lengths 
We define a sequence of functions RoundUpi inductively as follows: 
RoundUp_,(x)=x 
RoundUpj+,(x) = 2(2Rou”dUp~(ix~) - 1) 
If RoundUpj+, is provably total in RL, it follows (in Ri) that IRoundUpj+,(x)l = 
RoundUpi(lxl), that RoundUpj+,(x)3x, and that for j>O, all the dyadic digits of 
RoundUpi are 2’s (which implies for j> 1, all the digits of IRoundUpj(x)l are 
2’s; for ja2, all the digits of IIRoundUpj(x)lJ are 2’s; and so on.) Furthermore, 
Roundup,(x) is the largest value y such that IyI = 1x1; Roundup,(x) is the largest 
value y such that llyll = IIxll; and so on. 
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The functions can be explicitly bounded as follows: 
RoundUp_, bx 
lRoundUp,(x)l <1x1 
Roundup,,(x) 6 2x 
IRoundUp,(x)( 621x1 
RoundUp,(x)<(x + 1)2 
IRoundUp2(x)l <(lx/ + 1)2 
RoundUp2(x)b(2x + l)#&Zx + 1) 
lRoundUp,(x)l <(‘&I + 1)%(2/x1 + 1) 
RoundUp,(x)6(2(x + 1)2>#3(2(x + 1>2> 
Without writing a precise general formula, it should be clear that Roundup, is bounded 
by an 9k term, for all k>l. So we may at least hope to X:-define Roundup, in RL. 
The Roundup_, and Roundup0 functions have closed-form definitions, but we also 
point out, to get us started, that 
RoundUpO(x) = y H IyI = 1x1 A (Vi < Iyl)(Bit(i, y) = 2). 
Then the remaining functions have graphs 
Roundup,(x) = y ti 
Roundup,(x) = y H 
IIYII = llxll 
A(~~<IIyll)(Bit(i,lyl)=2 
A(b<jyl)(Bit(i,y)=2); 
lIlYIll = lll4ll 
~(~~<lblI)(Bi~(Cllyll)=2) 
~V<llyll)(Bit(i, Ivl)=2) 
A(H< lyl)(Bit(i, y)=2), 
and so on. Clearly, all these graphs are Ci. 
For j<k, RL can X:-define RoundUpj by first X:-defining RoundUpj_, and then 
proving that RoundUpi_,(lxl) b 1s ounded by some sharply-bounded term in Z’k; then 
2RoundUpi_,tlxl) exists and the rest is trivial. Details are left to the reader. 
The principal application for these functions in the present paper is to construct 
suitable values for multi-variable induction. For example, if y = Roundup,(x), then 
y 3x and PwrTwo( I yl + 2), so if we let z = 4y + 3, we can conclude Iz( = Iy/ + 2 and 
hence PwrTwo( lzl). 
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Theorem 4.4. R~i_xfy++(3i<max(fxj,lyj))(Bit(i,x)#Bit(i,y)). 
This makes it easy to prove the single-valuedness of functions defined bitwise. 
Proof. The + direction is trivial by equality axioms. For the --+ direction, we Cf- 
define a function BitDiff(x, y), which returns 0 for x= y, and for x# y returns the 
largest i such that Bit(i 11,x) # Bit(i 2 1, y). 
The BitDiff function has an obvious graph: 
BitDiff(x, y) = i e+ (x = y A i = 0) 
V(Bit(i -l,x)#Bit(i ‘1,~) 
A(Vi<j< max(/x~,]y~))(Bit(j :1,x)= Bit(j ~1,y)))). 
The function thus defined is patently single-valued, by trichotomy. To prove that it 
is total, first observe that if 1x1 # 1~1, then i = max( 1x1, j y j ) satisfies the requirements 
(since Bit(i, min(x, y)) = 0 # Bit(i, max(x, y))). 
Otherwise, 1x1 = 1 yl. We would like to reason by two-variable DCI, which only 
applies to values whose length is a power of 2. Observe that if we let x’ = Conc(Msp(4. 
Roundup,(x) + 6, Ix/),x) and y’=Conc(Msp(4. Roundup,(y) + 6, jyl), v), i.e. x and 
y padded on the left with 2’s up to length a power of 2, then any correct value for 
BitD~ff(x’, y’) is also a correct value for BitDiff(x, y). 
If x’ = y’ = 0, x’ = y’ = 1, or x’ = y’ = 2, then BitDiff(x’, y’) = 0. 
If x’ = 1, y’ = 2 or vice versa, then BitDiff(x’, y’) = 1. 
For lx’1 > 1, assume BitDiff(Fh(x’), Fh(y’)) = 11 and BitDiff(Bh(x’), Bh(y’)) = i2. If 
il # 0, then i = it + lBh(x’)j works; otherwise Fh(x’) = Fh(y’), so their corresponding 
bits are equal by equality axioms, so i = i2 works. I3 
For another example of two-variable DCI> Ri can Et-define the OR function, which 
returns the bitwise disjunction of its two arguments, treating the dyadic digits 1 and 
2 as F and T respectively, and assuming its arguments are of the same, power-of-2, 
length. OR is proven total by a straightforward DCI in two variables, and single-valued 
by Theorem 4.4. 
We can now X:-define a function named CountDown, which takes an argument z 
such that PwrTwo(~~~~~) ( a restriction for technical reasons) and returns the concatena- 
tion, in reverse lexi~o~aphic order, of all 21izil d ya tc numbers of length /!z//. It has d’ 
the Cg graph 
CountDown = w w PwrTwo( [[z/j) > (IwJ = 2’1”1 . llzll 
A (Vi <211Z11)(Substr(w, i . ~~z~~, 11~11) = i + 211”1 - 1)). 
To define it, we first define several auxiliary functions. 
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Definition 4.5. 
,f\(z,s) = w H (lPwrTwo( Isi) A w = 0) 
V(PwrTwo(/s/)A IwI =21izii Is/ 
can be proven total by DC1 on z. Clearly, fr(O,s)=O and ,f;( l,s)=J; (2,s)=(s& 1 )+ 1. 
For larger z, let w’ = ft(Bh(z),s). Then w = Conc(Shl(w’, l), Shl(w’, 1)) satisfies the 
definition. Single-valuedness, for /sI a power of 2, is proven by Theorem 4.4; for 1.~1 
not a power of 2 it is trivial. 
.f;(z.s) = w * (lPwrTwo(js/) A w = 0) 
V (PwrTwo(lsl) A Iwl = 2’lZi1 1.~1 
~(~‘i<2~~‘~‘)(Substr(w,i. IsI,isl)=i+ (s#*l))) 
can likewise be proven total by DCI on z. It is clear that .fz(O,s)=O and ,f;(l.s)= 
f2(2,s)=(s#ll). For larger z, let WI =f;(Bh(z),s) and +~=.f~(Bh(z),,s). Then w= 
Conc(OR(wl, w2), ~2) satisfies the requirements. Single-valuedness is shown as 
before. 
Now CountDown can be defined, for llzll a p ower of 2, simply as ,f;(z, /z/#? 1). 
Details are left as an exercise for the reader. 
The following theorems are all straightforward generalizations of theorems in [l]: 
l Given a At predicate A(x,+), I?: Cg defines the function Jd(z, _?) whose ]zI bits 
indicate the truth values of A(O),A( l), . ,A(lzl - 1). 
l R; Cf defines efficient functions for encoding and decoding sequences, predicates 
for testing sequence-hood, and bounds for the size of encoded sequences. 
l Successive bounded existential (resp., universal) quantifiers can be collapsed into 
one, provably in Ri. 
l R; proves A;-replacement, i.e. if s and t are any terms not involving x or _v. 
then (V’y<l~I)(*<t)$( a’,,~, .Y) implies (3w)(V’y d 1.s )(B(w, Y) d t A +(a’, P(w, y), ~1). 
where j? is a sequence decoding function. 
5. The Buss-KrajEek-Takeuti characterization 
In [l l] is a characterization of the X:,-definable functions of R;. The computational 
model in that paper uses “witnessing oracles”, which answer an existential query either 
with “no” or with a satisfying value (of quasipolynomial length) for the outermost 
existential quantifier. Since there may be multiple possible witnesses to a given ex- 
istential question, the functions defined by invoking these witnessing oracles may be 
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multi-valued. Nevertheless, in certain cases this 
the parallel model of the present paper. 
The main result of this section, Theorem 5.4, 
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computational model is equivalent to 
is that the function class 
n:‘- / 
99s [wit, 
logO( of [ll], restricted to single-valued functions, is precisely q z3. The author 
originally proved this indirectly, using results of [ 1 l] and a flawed version of Theorem 
6.1, but then, on a suggestion of Buss, discovered the direct (and, incidentally, valid!) 
proof presented here. 
5.1. Background 
xi-, 
Definition 5.1 (Buss et al. [ 111). A multi-valued function f is computable in 99s 
[wit, log’(‘)] iff h t ere is a Turing machine M that runs in quasipolynomial time and 
makes at most polylog many queries to a fixed CL!_, witnessing oracle, such that for 
all X, M outputs one of the values of f(x). 
The notation 99s ‘,“- ’ [wit, logo’ ’ ) ] i s quasipolynomial time with polylog many queries 
to a Cip_, 
n:‘- , 
witnessing oracle; 99s , or quasipolynomial time with unlimitedly many 
queries to a Cf_, yes/no oracle, is 0:s in our notation. Note that the oracle may be 
Y-r, , for any k 63, without changing the class thus defined: the machine making 
the query can precompute the quantifier bounds and pass them to the oracle as extra 
parameters. 
Definition 5.2 (Buss et al. [ 111). A multi-valued function f is weakly Cf-defined by 
theory T iff for some I$ formula A, 
l T b (~~‘X)(~Y)&, Y), and 
l if A(n,m) holds in the natural numbers, then m is a value of f(n). 
The following theorem was stated in [ 1 l] only for k = 3 (with “logo(‘)” in place of 
“l]LZ,]l”), but their proof generalizes easily to larger k. 
Theorem 5.3 (Buss et al. [ 111). For i 22, k > 3, for any multi-valued function f, the 
following are equivalent: 
0 f E.sVk “-’ ‘[wit, 11_4ukll] 
l f is weakly C$-dejned by theory R; 
l f is weakly C&-dejined by theory Sip’-’ 
(Note that the second requirement in Definition 5.2 does not say “if and only if”. 
Buss et al., [l l] also defined a class called “strong FPs “-I [wit, log’(‘)]” and a notion 
of “strong I$‘-definability” using “if and only if”, and proved these equivalent as well, 
but the difference is only relevant for multi-valued functions and so we shall ignore it 
henceforth.) 
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5.2. .~~~?-l ’ coincides with q L,: The k k3 case 
Proof. (2): Suppose F EI&_ Then F is computable by a uniform lZ& circuit family 
with CIp_,,, yes/no oracle p. 
With at most a constant factor increase in depth, we can assume that the circuit 
family is levelled, all output gates are at level 0, each even level contains no oracle 
gates, and each odd level consists entirely of oracle gates. {The last restriction requires 
excluding constant-valued p.) Embed the resulting gates in a rectangular array, indexed 
by row and column (r,c), in such a manner that a gate’s position in the array easily 
determines its gate number and thence its type. (For example, give every gate at 
an even level exactly two children, one or both of which it may ignore, and give 
every gate at an odd level exactly ItI children. Gate (r, c) is descended from output 
gate j~/((2]tl)“~)1 or ~~/(2(2ftl)(‘-‘)~~)1, as r is even or odd, respectively, by a path 
formed by repeatedly modding out 2 and ItI alternately. if ItI is first rounded up to a 
power of 2, all this is computationally trivial - c’s binary form is the concatenation 
of the output gate number and the path.) Thus, the resulting circuit family is still U,* 
uniform. 
The output of gate (r,c) can be described by a single Cf_ ,,k relation o(n, Y, c, g) 
where n is the input size and b’ are the outputs of row r + I. (The relation 0 simply 
determines the type of gate (Y,c) and simulates it; the most complex case is that of an 
oracle gate, which is Cip_l,k.) Define &n,r,&j) to be the formula 
where 11~1 I represents the number of l’s in w. The # relation is I$_ ,,k (note i 2 2 1, 
and monotone in j, so for any fixed xI we can find the maximum j satisfying d) 
by binary search in I]L$ I/ time. For this maximum j, the only possible witness IV 
is the string representing exactly the values of all the gates at level r (assuming 6 
correctly represents the values of all the gates at level r _t I), because the clause 
(tic -=C lw/ )(Bit(c, w) 3, cT( jX/ , r,c,&)) ensures that all the gates whose bit in PV is 1 are 
correctly computed, and if any gate whose bit in u’ is 0 were incorrectly computed, j 
would not be maximal. 
Thus llL&ll $-queries, the last one witnessing, s&ice to determine the outputs of 
all gates at level P from the outputs of all gates at level r + 1. Since llL?h II is closed 
under multiplication (k >,3), we can carry this out once for each of the ]/P’k/l lev- 
els of the circuit, from bottom to top, in ljY$// time. At the end of this process we 
have the correct values of all the gates at the output level, and thus the value of the 
function F. 
(C): Suppose f E 9%k”-‘~k[wit, 1\5?k]/] and f h a pp ens to be single-valued. As shown 
in [ 111, we can assume, without loss of generahty, that the quasipolynomial-time 
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machine only uses an ordinary yes/no oracle until its last query, at which point it 
demands a witness. Furthermore, we can assume, without loss of generality, that it 
does not demand this witness until it has confirmed by yes/no query that there is one. 
Let formula $(x,w) assert that there is a computation of the 9Vk machine (up to 
the time that it demands a witness) in which 
o the computation starts with x on the input, 
o for all j, if the jth most significant bit of w is 1, then the jth oracle query in the 
computation answers “yes”, 
l the behavior of the machine is consistent with the alleged tape contents and alleged 
oracle answers in the computation, and 
l all the “yes” oracle answers (at most //Pk/[) in the computation are correct. 
h The formula $(x, w) IS Ci_,,k (note i 2 2), consisting of a bounded existential quanti- 
fier around some sharply-bounded universal quantifiers around a zl:, k oracle. Further- 
more, I/I is monotone in each bit of W. Since w has only l/Z’k/l ma&bits, we can find 
the lexico~aphically maxims w satisfying tff by dete~inistic binary search. Having 
found this W, for each output bit P in parallel we query the 6:__,,, oracle ~(x,~,~), 
which asserts that there is a computation in which 
l the computation starts with x on the input, 
l for all j, the jth most significant bit of w is exactly the answer to the jth oracle 
query in the computation, 
l the behavior of the machine is consistent with its alleged tape contents and the 
alleged oracle answers, 
l all the “yes” oracle answers in the computation are correct, and 
l there exists a witness to the final query that leads the machine to output a value 
with bit r set. 
By maximality of w, there is a unique and correct such computation until the final 
witnessing query. Since we assumed f was single-valued, all the output bits will 
be consistent, even if the circuits to compute different bits happen to find different 
witnesses to the final oracle query. 
Te~hnjeally, a Cifk circuit family contains only one oracle, and we have used oracle 
gates for both I+!I and et. But as usual, both can be replaced by oracles for your favorite 
C1.k -complete problem (under III~,~ reductions). Thus f E Clfk. 0 
5.3. The k = 2 case 
KrajiEek [22] shows that the predicates in #~-I [O(log)] (i.e., P with O(log) queries 
to a Zip_, oracle) are those ~~-definabIe in ,S’i-’ _ His technique actually uses ~?P’“-I 
[wit,O(log)], but the restriction to predicates rather than functions allows him to elim- 
inate the witnessing and multivaluedness at the last moment. Thus, in the notation of 
[l 11, he essentially proved 
Theorem 5.5 (KrajiEek [22]). For i 3 2, for any multi-valued function J‘, the following 
are equivalents 
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0 ,f’ E Lw=:‘l ?[wit,O(log)] 
l ,f’ is weakly C$-d+ed by theory .%-I 
Interestingly enough, the proof of Theorem 5.4 can be adapted for k = 2: 
Theorem 5.6. For i 3 2, the restriction of’ 39’:‘1 [Ivit, O(log)] to single-tulued jimc~- 
tionr is 0’ ’ L i.2 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.4 relies on k > 3 in several ways, but these can all be 
fixed. 
(2): The previous proof takes 119~ I( time to do a binary search for each of the 
l/Yk/l rows of the array. Since ]l_4”2/1 s not closed under multiplication, we can no 
longer afford this. However, by our convention, for some term t E Yl, each oracle gate 
has “depth” ]]ti] =&log(n)) ( recall that t is nontrivial). But a OF, circuit has depth 
O(log(n)), so there must be a constant bound d on the number of oracle gates along any 
one path. Arrange the array in d metalayers, each containing one row of oracle gates 
and O(log) rows of ordinary gates. We define a a;,, relation o’(n,r,c,g) that does the 
same thing as 0 for rows containing only ordinary gates. We then define a 21/? re- 
lation #(n,r,z) by (g]w/ = width of row r) (VJc< lwl)(Bit(c, w)++ d(IxI,r.c,z))). The 
algorithm is then as before, but for ordinary rows we simply make a witnessing query 
to 4’ rather than doing a binary search on 4. 
(C): We can still assume that an .%@:‘I [wit,O(log)] machine demands witnesses 
only on its final query, by a lemma in [22]. The rest of the proof is unaltered. 
Note that Theorems 5.4 and 5.6 are unlikely to be improved to i = 1: in the latter 
case, such a result would imply P=ALOGTIME. 
5.4. Applicutions and extensioru 
Corollary 5.7. For i 22, k 22.. 
In other words, DTIME(IYl) with IlY’kll queries to u Cf_, oruclr is equul to ATIME 
( jj.Yh 11) rvith unlimited queries to the sume or&e. 
This provides a new proof of, and generalizes, a result of [20, 3 1, lo]. 
Corollary 5.8. For i 22, k >2, the sinyle-calued jimctions Mukly Cfk-tlc$inuhle in 
Sk” ure precisely I&. 
We can in fact improve on Corollary 5.8 by eliminating the word “weakly”. The 
following direct proof shows that the O::, functions can actually be X$-defined in the 
usual, single-valued sense in Sk-‘. 
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Lemma 5.9. For i>2, k 22, Sk-’ can CP,-dejine all the q lzk functions. 
Proof. Let f ~0:~. Then f is computed by some U E*-uniform circuit family of genus 
k circuits with a fixed Cip_, k oracle X. The existence of a computation to construct 
and simulate this circuit, with correct oracle queries, is certainly C$, but we must 
show that Si-’ can prove both existence and uniqueness of the result. I will describe 
the algorithm first, then formalize it in Si-‘. 
First, assume the circuits are tree-like (note that a q $ circuit family has size [-rip,1 
and depth jjP’,,jl) and levelled. We will scan from left to right across the leaf layer, at 
each step computing the values of all the gates in the whole circuit whose descendant 
leaves are among the ones we have visited. For each leaf, this requires adding on at 
most the unique path from that leaf to the root, which is length Il2k 11, and we can 
find the lexicographically maximum (and hence correct) string of this length. 
More formally, let Anc(r, 1x1) be the number of gates in the circuit for x, all of whose 
descendant leaves are numbered <r. Let PathLen(r, 1x1) = Anc(r, 1x1) - Anc(r - 1, /xl). 
Note that for ~~1x1, PathLen(r,lxl) is bounded by a lj2kll term because it counts at 
most one gate at each level of the circuit, those on the unique path from the rth leaf 
to the root. 
. 
. 
Define InfoTuple(w,r,x) to be the Cf_, formula asserting that 
w is an r-tuple of bit-stings of lengths PathLen( 1, Ix]), PathLen(2, [xl), . . . , PathLen 
(r, Ixl), respectively, and 
for all j < Iw, 1, if the jth most significant bit of wr is T, then the jth ancestor gate 
of leaf r outputs T when given input as specified in w. 
Thus, InfoTuple asserts that w is a possible assignment of values to the ancestors of 
leaves 1,. . , Y, in which at least all the “yes” answers are correct for their presumed 
inputs. Note that the length of w is simply Anc(r, Ix/), modulo the overhead of encoding 
an r-tuple. 
Define GtrTuple(w, w’) to be a Ai formula asserting that for some Y, Y’, 
l w and w’ are tuples of r and r’ elements, respectively, 
0 r>r’, 
l (Vj <r’)(wj > w:), and 
0 (r>r’)V@j<r’)(Wj>W$). 
That is, each bit-string entry of w, treated as a dyadic number, is at least as great as 
the corresponding entry of w’, and either at least one entry of w is greater than the 
corresponding entry of w’ or w is longer than w’. 
We similarly define GeqTuple(w, w’) H w = w’VGtrTuple(w, w’). Note that, although 
GeqTuple is not a total ordering, it has the following “upper-bound” property, provably 
in S,‘: 
Proposition 5.10. Zf w and w’ are ZnfoTuples, then there is an ZnfoTuple w” greater 
than or equal to both. Formally, 
InfoTuple(w,r,x) A InfoTuple(w’,r’,x) 
3 (3w”,r”)(lnfoTuple(w”,r”,x) A GeqTuple(w”, w) A GeqTuple(w”,w’)) 
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Equivalently, if w and w’ are incomparable InfoTuples, then there is an InfoTuple 
w” greater than both. 
Now define InfoSeq( W, r,x) to be the CF_, formula3 asserting that 
0 W is a sequence of exactly Y tuples, 
l (Vj <r)lnfoTuple( F$,j,x), and 
l (Vj<< - l)GtrTuple(Ff$+I, 4). 
Let InfoSeqLen(S,x) be the CF_, formula (ZlW)lnfoSeq(W, lS(,x). (Note that since 
W can only have /SI entries, whose values are bounded by a term involving x, W is 
bounded.) By II:_,-LMIN on AnfoSeqLen(S,x), we can find a minimum-length S 
not satisfying InfoSeqLen, and hence there is a W with Y = ISI - 1 entries satisfying 
InfoSeq, but no such W with ISI or more entries. Let W be such a sequence with the 
maximum possible number of entries. 
Let w be the last entry of some such W. By the “upper-bound” property above. M’ 
is unique, even if W is not: if two sequences W, W’ end with different entries M’,M.‘, 
then either GtrTuple(w,w’), in which case W’ can be extended with w, or vice versa, 
or w and u” are incomparable, in which case both sequences can be extended with 
their upper bound. All this reasoning can be formalized in Si. 
The (unique) value w must contain a bit-string for each leaf, or w (and therefore 
W) could be extended by adding on a string of zeroes for the next leaf. The first 
bit-string, ~‘1, must have the maximum possible value consistent with input x, or W 
could be extended by increasing ~1. Thus, all the “no” answers in WI must be correct. 
Similarly, ~22 must have the maximum possible value consistent with x and ~‘1, and so 
on; after IUkI steps we conclude that every gate value in w is correct. (This requires an 
LIND on the rI_, formula stating that if a given bit of Wj is 0, then the corresponding 
c:-, oracle query answers “no”.) Extracting the (unique) value of the function is then 
straightforward. 0 
Corollary 5.11. For i32, k 32, the single-va1ued.function.s E~k-de$nable in S;-’ are 
precisely q :,,. 
Corollary 5.12. For i32, k>2, if Ti-’ is conservative over Si-’ with respect to 
EIC~, sentences (i.e. if Si-’ s TL-‘), then OF, =Ofk. 
This last statement, Ofk = q $, would mean that any function computable in 12’~ / 
time with a C,!_, oracle was computable in IlYk I/ parallel time with the same oracle; 
we may state this unlikely result as “Up, is completely parallelizable”. 
6. Links to bounded arithmetic 
In [4], it was stated that q Z& comprised exactly the functions CFk-definable in 
Ri. The author is no longer convinced that Ot, realizes all Ri proofs. However, by 
’ note that in practice r d 1 WI so the universal quantifiers are sharply bounded 
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Corollary 5.11 and the fact that Si-’ & Ri, Cl:,+ is at least contained in the set of 
functions thus definable. In this section we give a direct proof, simultaneously setting 
the groundwork for Section 7. 
Theorem 6.1. For i> 1, k 33, any single-valued function f E q & is C&-dejinable 
in Ri. For i 3 1,k = 2, any single-valued function f E E~JW~~-~-~ is C$-dejnable in 
R;. 
This is proven by methods similar to those in [6, 11. First, q fk (respectively, 
934%~) is equal to a certain recursively-defined function algebra. Second, the 
base functions of this algebra are CO-definable in Ri, and the operators preserve such 
,X:-definability, so any function in the algebra is @-definable in R;. 
6.1. A function algebra 
We define a hierarchy of function algebras {Al,k}iaO,k>Z by applying two simple 
operations to a fixed collection of base functions on the universe {T, F}*, which we 
identify with the natural numbers as described in Section 2.1. 
Definition 6.2. The BASE functions are the following: 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
0 
. 
0 
. 
the constant functions T, F, and 2, which return the single-bit strings F and T and 
the empty string (i.e. the dyadic numbers 1, 2, and 0), respectively; 
LSP(x, y), the rightmost ]y] bits of x, or simply x if IyI > 1x1. 
MSP(x, y), all but the rightmost Iyi bits of x, or the empty string (i.e. 0) if IyI > 1x1. 
BIT(i,x), the ith rightmost bit of x (treating i as a dyadic number), 
X if w=1. 
COND(w,x, y,z) = 
{ 
y if LSP(w, I)=F 
z if LSP(w,l)=T 
CONC(x, y), the concatenation of x and y, 
BH(x), the rightmost ilx]/2J bits of x, 
FH(x), the leftmost [1x1/21 bits of x, 
NOT(x), the bitwise complement4 of x, 
OR(x, y), the bitwise disjunction of x and y (undefined if 1x1 # ]yi), 
AND(x,y), the bitwise conjunction of x and y (undefined if 1x1 # Iyl), 
INS+(x), a string exactly twice as long as x such that for all i < /xl, we have 
BIT(2i, INSF(X)) = F and BlT(2i + 1, INSF(X)) = BIT(i,x), 
IN&(x), defined analogously with BIT (2i, IN&$x)) = T. 
Note that the functions MSP and LSP behave somewhat differently from their name- 
sakes in Section 2.2. MSP and LSP consider only the length of their second argument, 
4 which can also be written numerically as 3 (2 Ix1 I 1) --x. Obviously, the bitwise definition is clearer. 
We shall not even attempt to give numerical definitions of OR, AND, INSF, or INST! 
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rather than treating the argument itself as a dyadic number. As a result, all the BASE 
functions have length determined by the lengths of their arguments (which makes it 
easier to envision multi-output circuit families computing them). 
Definition 6.3. A function j’ is defined by /6c;l-b ounded divide-und-conquer vecuu.~ion 
(or DCR) from functions y and h if there is a term t E 9~ such that 
f(z. b,?) = 
if IzIG lbl, 
h(z, 6,1, ,f( FH(z), b,x’), _f( BH(z), h.?)) otherwise. 
and i.f‘k b,?)l< lt(z, b.Z)l for all z, b.x’. 
Note that this form of recursion does not necessarily go all the way down to 0; 
instead, the extra parameter h tells it when to bottom out. This extra parameter appears 
necessary in order to do many useful things with DCR; see [3]. 
We extend this notion of divide-and-conquer recursion in the obvious way to dehne 
constantly many functions by .sirnultuneous recursion: 
Definition 6.4. Functions j”t , , f, are defined by sirwltaneous I_!?;, j-bounded dicide- 
and-conquer recursion from functions qt. . . , gi and hi,. , h, if there is a term t E I/‘k 
such that for all 1 <i<j, 
f,(z,b,T) = 
6Jdz.J;) if /z/ < Ibl. 
h(z, b-2. .J(FH(z), b,?), ,f(BH(z), h,.?)) otherwise, 
and ].f;(z.b,Z)l d jt(z.b.I?)l for all z,b,T. 
Do not confuse this with the multi-variable induction defined in Section 4.3. First. 
this is a recursion scheme for defining functions, rather than an induction scheme for 
proving theorems. Second, this recursion scheme still applies to only one variable at 
once; it is called “simultaneous” because it defines several fimctions in parallel, in 
terms of one another. 
Definition 6.5. The function algebra A,,k is the closure of BASE and the l-bit charac- 
teristic functions of C:_, k relations 5 
taneous l5?k /-bounded DCR. 
under the operations of composition and simul- 
For example, we define a function COUNTUP E A 0,~ which produces the concatc- 
nation of all 211’11 bit-strings of length IIzii, 1 m exicographic order. (This example not 
only shows some of DCR’s power, but proves useful later on.) 
Let SHL(x. y) = LSP(CONC(x, y),x); this appends y to x, discarding high bits so the 
result still has length 1x1. 
Let FALSES(x) = AND(x, NOT(x)), a string of 1x1 F’s 
’ where Cp ,,i is by convention { } 
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Let i, 
LENGTH’(x) = 
if 1x1 = 0, 
CONC(LENGTH’(BH(x~)), I) otherwise; 
LENGTH(x) = MSP(LENGTH’(CONC(~, I)), 1) 
LENGTH(x) is a string of l’s of the same length as the dyadic representation of 1x1; 
equivalently, LENGTH(x) is ]]x]] written in unary. 
Let 
MASK(z, b) 
i, if /z/ =O, 
SHL(FALSES(~},2) if /zI = 1, 
CONC(SHL(MASK(BH(z),b), l),SHL(MASK(BH(z),b), I)) if /z] > 1, 
AUX(z, b) 
{ 
1 if /zJ =O, 
= FALSES(b) if iz( = 1, 
CONC(AUX(BH(z),b),OR(MASK(BH(z),6),AUX(BH(z),b))) if /z/ > 1, 
and, finally, COUNTUP = AUX(z, LENGTH(z)). Details are left as an exercise for 
the reader. 
Lemma 6.6. For i 20 and k 3 3, q Ek = Ai,k. 
For i>O and k = 2, LI.l;k~g Ai,k C 9MW’f-1.~. 
Proof. (Ai,k &El&,_ or 9SV%?~-“-r.~): For i = 0, all the BASE actions are clearly in 
KY O,k. By Lemma 3.5, OS,/, is closed under composition, and it is not hard to see that it 
is closed under /Zk j-bounded DCR too. (This requires k > 3 so circuit depth is closed 
under multiplication. For the k =2 case, since %V”%? is closed under polynomial- 
bounded DCR [ 11, we can conclude AO,J C EN%‘.) 
For i>O, recall that the characteristic functions of Cic, k relations are in lJfk (and 
E&‘%“~-~~~ ) by definition. The proof that Ai,k 2 q l& (or for k = 2, Ai,2 C .PCN%“~-“-i.z) 
is almost exactly as before. 
(lJ$ C Ai,k): First, note that it suffices to get AZ, C Ai,k. Suppose f E r?&; then its 
bit-graph is in At, (and hence, as we shall show, in Ai,k). To get the whole function 
value at once, we use COUNTUP(f(JS)) to build a list, in lexicographic order, of all 
the IIf(Z)bit strings. Interpreting these in binary would give a list of the numbers 
0, l,..., 2llf(‘)ll - 1, which we could use as inputs to the bit-graph to get the individual 
bits, then concatenate them all together with a DCR on CONC. The technique is spelled 
out in more detail in [3]. 
Unfo~unately, we have defined BIT and bit-graphs to interpret the bit position 
as dyadic, and COUNTUP(f(JS)) interpreted as a list of dyadic numbers gives 
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2llfG’,Il - I,,,., 2il-f(‘)ll+’ - 2. We get around this by using not the bit-graph of J‘ itself, 
but rather the bit-graph of j(Z) = f(?)F2” ‘ii”’ --] , i.e., f with 2llfii - 1 F’s appended at 
the end; this is no problem for the U E* uniformity criterion, so f is still Of’ and the 
above reasoning goes through. 
(& C A,,k): For i = 0, suppose f(Z) E a:,, (which is simply A TIME( 116pk II)). At 
the cost of a constant factor in time, we can assume the ATM is strictl~~ alternating 
between existential and universal states and that it accesses its input tape only at 
leaves. In [3], the author showed how to simulate the computation of such an ATM 
within a function algebra similar to A,JJ. In brief: AQ can construct a binary-tree data 
structure called PATHS, each of whose leaves contains an encoding of the path from 
the root to that leaf. This binary-tree represents the computation tree of the ATM, so 
we define a function EVALTREE by constant-bounded DCR on the tree, bottoming out 
upon reaching a single leaf, to combine the accept/reject decisions of the various ATM 
configurations into one. When this recursion bottoms out, we apply another function 
EVALLEAF, defined by (Ykl-bounded simultaneous DCR to compute the state and the 
contents of all the work tapes in parallel, to the encoded path to determine the ATM 
configuration at the corresponding leaf of the computation tree and decide whether it 
accepts. Thus a& C &,k. 
The i>O case is a little more complex, and the k = 2 case of it must be treated 
separately. For k>3, recall from Lemmas 2.19 and 3.8 that every q i, function’s bit- 
graph is in ATIME( lld;“k 11) with oracle states for Cp_,,, relations. At the cost of a 
1Jt 11 factor in time, we assume the levels of the ATM rotate strictly among universal, 
existential, exclusive-or, and oracle states. Let t denote the bounding term for all the 
oracle states in the machine, rounded up so that 1 tI is a power of 2. We construct a 
PATHS tree of depth equal to the time bound of the ATM (counting oracles as taking 
llfli time, as usual), and apply a modified version of EVALTREE, which at its base (i.e. 
a single leaf) invokes the EVALLEAF function exactly as for i = 0. 
As defined in [3], EVALTREE returned a bit indicating whether a certain subtree of 
the ATM’s computation tree accepted or rejected. In this setting, it will ultimately do 
the same, but it may have intermediate values up to It(x)1 bits long. The following 
algorithm describes the recursive phase of EVALTREE: 
Let cl and ~‘2 be EVALTREE(FH(T),b,x) and EVALTREE(BH(T),h,x), respec- 
tively. 
Let Y be the remainder of llT\i mod (litll + 3). 
If O<r< lltll - 1, return the concatenation of strings ct and ~‘2. 
If r = I/t /I - 1, u1 and 02 should be strings of length It l/2 each; concatenate them 
and return p of the resulting string, where p is the oracle for this circuit. 
If r = Ijt /I, ~‘1 and 24 should be single bits; return their AND. 
If Y = IIt 11 + 1, ul and ~2 should be single bits; return their OR. 
If Y = IIt 11 + 2, ol and u2 should be single bits; return their XOR. 
Since ITI is cut in half at each iteration, llrl] indicates the depth of a tree, up to an 
additive constant. Of every IIt II+3 levels of the PATHS tree, IIt 11 are used to accumulate 
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the answers from the ItI children of a given oracle configuration, one computes XOR, 
one OR, and one AND. The final value of EVALTREE is 1 or 0, indicating whether 
the ATM accepts or rejects. The value of a multi-bit function can be pieced together 
just as in the i = 0 case. 
The algorithm described above can be implemented in Ai,k: use divide and conquer 
recursion to construct the unary numbers lITI1 and lItI/, then divide lITI by lltll + 3 
in unary by repeated subtraction (using the MSP function), which takes at most IITII 
iterations and therefore can be done by DCR on T. With the remainder in unary, we 
can then distinguish the five cases with a few MSP and COND functions. 
For k=2, lldpkll IS not closed under multiplication, so we cannot afford to make 
the ATM rotate strictly among layers of universal, existential, exclusive-or, and oracle 
states. Instead, as in Theorem 5.6, we bound the number of oracle queries along any 
computation path by a constant d and arrange the ATM (at the cost of a constant 
factor of time) into d meta-layers each containing one layer of oracle states and ll_Ykll 
layers of other states, which (at the cost of another constant factor of time) we force 
to rotate strictly among universal, existential, and exclusive-or layers. The EVALTREE 
function changes accordingly: we give it an additional argument M, in which we give 
it the precomputed unary number ll~ATHSll/d, i.e. the depth of each metalayer, and at 
each step of the divide and conquer recursion we do the following: 
Let vi and u2 be EVALTREE(FH(T),b,x,M) and EVALTREE(BH(T),b,x,M), res- 
pectively. 
Let ri be the remainder of /( TII mod M. 
If 0 < YI < IIt 11 - 1, return the concatenation of strings zli and ~2. 
If rl = IIt 11 - 1, 01 and v2 should be strings of length It)/2 each; concatenate them 
and return p of the resulting string, where p is the oracle for this circuit. 
Otherwise, let ~2 be the remainder of ~1 - lltll mod 3. 
If r2 = 0, ui and v2 should be single bits; return their AND. 
If r2 = 1, ~1 and v2 should be single bits; return their OR. 
If r2 = 2, zli and ~2 should be single bits; return their XOR. 
Again, the numbers I/ TII, M, t-1, and r-2 are all available in unary, so we can do 
arithmetic on them easily. 0 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.6. 
Lemma 6.7. For i> 1, Ai. = YJVV’:-1-2 
Proof. Lemma 6.6 has already given us the C direction. For the > direction, which 
resembles the proof of Theorem 1.3.3 of [l], let f E 9?l4?~-1~ be computed by a 
(wolog, levelled) circuit family of depth O(logj(n)). We reason by induction on j. 
If j= 1, then fgUi2, and therefore f E A~,J by Lemma 6.6. If j > 1, think of an 
f circuit as divided into O(log(n)) metalayers of depth at most logi-’ each. Let g 
be a function which, given the values of all the inputs to a metalayer and a number 
indicating which metalayer it is, computes all the outputs from that metalayer. This 
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function can be computed in depth O(log’-‘(n)) with a Cf_, oracle, even allowing for 
constructing a copy of the relevant part of the f circuit, so by the inductive hypothesis 
Q E A,,?. The desired function f can then be computed by iterating g O(log(n)) times, 
which we can do by DCR. Since the f circuit is only polynomial size, each value 
of ,f‘ and ~1 need only be polynomially many bits long, so the DCR is polynomially 
bounded. q 
6.13. Dqfinahilit~~ in RI 
The main result of this section is the following: 
Theorem 6.8. For i> 1, k&2. (f’.f EA,,J. then ,f is I$-dfintrble in R;. 
Proof. If ,f is the characteristic function of a II_,,, relation, then it is clearly YjlA- 
definable, without induction. If ,f is one of the functions F, T, i., MSP, LSP, BIT, 
COND, CONC, BH, or FH, then its encoding is Ct.,- definable, without induction. in 
the language of Rt. The same holds of NOT, less obviously: the definition is Not(x) = 3. 
(.r#l ) -_x. 
The INS+ function has the Ci graph 
cp(x, V)J+ 1~1 = 1x1 + 1x1 A (V’i< (xl)(Bit(i + i.~,)= 1 A Bit(i + i + I,);) = Bit(i,w)). 
It can be proven total by a straightforward DC1 on the Cy formula (3~ <(x+ 1 )j )q(s. JX), 
and proven single-valued by Theorem 4.4. 
The definition of INSr is similar. The AND and OR functions likewise have obvious 
Ci graphs based on their bitwise definitions; they can be proven total by two-variable 
DC1 and single-valued by Theorem 4.4. 
Thus all the BASE functions, and the characteristic functions of C(‘_,,, relations, are 
X:,-definable in Ri. The class of functions X:,-definable in R; is trivially closed under 
co’mposition, so we need only to prove it closed under IYkl-bounded DCR. 
Proof. Suppose Rh X:-defines g and h by the formulae 4y(z,2,~) and ~A(z, h.l.ur, 
142,y), respectively, and f is defined from g and h with a length bound of Is/. We 
define a formula +f(z, b,l, y) that Cl,, h -defines ,f in Ri by asserting the existence of an 
encoded binary-tree T representing the computation. At vertex i of this binary tree we 
will store data of the form (~Y~,z;) (of length O((sl + 121)) to assert that F(z,.b,Z)= J’,. 
The root block must be equal to (J,,z), each block (y,, z!) with Iz, / > Ibl must be 
appropriately related to its children by $h, and each block (y,,z{) with /zI <(hi must 
satisfy 4,(zi,J;, yi). 
In order to ensure that Ra can prove the existence of such a T, we represent T in a 
somewhat inefficient, “inflated” way: to represent a tree of depth //zll with 0( /sl -c /z/) 
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bits of information at each vertex, we use an encoded bit-string of 411’11-’ blocks, each 
of length O((s] + 1~1). Each subtree is represented by a string whose first half contains 
the data for the subtree’s root, padded with garbage bits of unspecified value. The third 
quarter of the string represents the left subtree, and the fourth quarter the right subtree. 
This enables us to apply divide-and-conquer induction easily to the whole tree; for 
details of the techniques, see [3]. Note that even in inflated form, the length of T is a 
polynomial in IzI and IS/, so this construction works for k>2. 0 
Theorem 6.8 follows immediately. 0 
6.3. Conservation, pro and con 
Buss et al. [l l] showed the following: 
Theorem 6.10 (Buss et al. [l 11). F or i32, k 23, R% is EICfk-conservative over SL-‘. 
Lemma 6.7 and Theorem 6.8, together with Corollary 5.11, gives us some insight 
as to why it has been so difficult to strengthen Theorem 6.10 to k = 2: 
Theorem 6.11. For ia2, if Ri is conservative over $:-’ with respect to v’3Cf’, sen- 
tences, then 9~“&~1-2 = OF,. 
Proof. Every .55VVn~-1.2 function is R;-definable. If it were also $:-‘-definable it 
would be in q f2. 0 
Recall that in Corollary 5.7, we showed a collapse of 9 with O(log) queries (or, 
equivalently, logspace - see [IO]) down to NC’, relative to oracles in each level of the 
polynomial hierarchy. Recall also that Wilson [33] showed .A”%? = A’%” in the presence 
of a suitable recursive oracle. By the above theorem, both of these results could be 
strengthened to “A%’ = A%? relative to any C1[ l -hard oracle” if Si-’ +Ch Ri. 
/ 2 
7. Links to complexity hierarchies 
The authors of [23, 241 defined a notion of interactive computation called a “student- 
teacher game”, a dialogue between an omniscient teacher and a computationally limited 
student assigned to find the optimal solution to some problem. Each time the student 
presents a suboptimal solution, the teacher replies with “no, that’s not optimal; see, 
here’s a better solution”, and the student may then use this better solution in con- 
structing the next solution. (In fact, the student may simply parrot it back as the next 
solution. This algorithm is called the trivial student, and many results in this area 
depend on whether there exists a nontrivial student.) With the aid of Theorem 6.1 and 
this computational model, we can prove several results analogous to those of [24]. 
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7.1. A KPT witnessing theorem for Sl 
Theorem 7.1. For i 2 1, k 3 3, and 4 E XI$, if Si k (Jy)(‘dz)$(a, y, z), then there ure 
G,,k functions ,f,, . . , fr such that 
That is, there is u El,;, k , student thut finds (I witness _fi,r (~_Y)(Yz)~(u, y,z) w,ithin 
some constant number r of rounds, provably in Sl. 
Proof. The proof resembles that of Theorem A of [24], with two main differences. 
First, the equational theory contains a function symbol for every definition in A,_I,~ 
rather than in a Cobham-style algebra for 99”~‘. Second, prefix induction is re- 
placed by divide-and-conquer induction, and successor induction by prefix induction, 
throughout. 
Define an equational (and quantifier-free) theory CV;+l,k with a function symbol 
for each function definition in A;+l,k. It is easily shown that for any formula $(x) 
in this language, the characteristic function x+ is definable in Ai+l,k and therefore 
is itself a function 
language, one can 
where 
$/,(T,s,b) 
0 
Tfl 
symbol in the language. Likewise, for any formula G(x) in this 
define the function h$(s) = LEFT(hi(COUNTUP(s),s, lsi),s), 
if ITI G lb1 A +(LEFT(T,.Y)) 
if ITI < 161 A $(LEFT(T.s)) 
(max(hb(Fh(T),s,b),hb(Bh(T),s,b)) otherwise 
and LEFT(n,s) denotes the leftmost n bits of s, or all of s if n> Is/. The intent is that 
if $(I,) holds, then h$(COUNTUP(s),s, IsI) returns one more than the maximal length 
of a prefix p of s such that $(p) holds. We shall normally invoke this function with 
$ monotone, t&n) true, and $(s) false, so h$(s) returns the minimal prefix p of s such 
that $(s) does not hold. Note, to satisfy the definitions, that Ih$(T,s, b)l is bounded by 
IT + 11, and LEFT E q G,, = A~,J. 
The theory C&+t,k is axiomatized with some reasonable set of open axioms about 
BASE (see, e.g, [2, 51) as well as the following (open) “induction” axiom for every 
hb of the above form: 
Note that for any ,Xak formula cp, its characteristic function is in the language of 
Cc+l,k> so this axiom ‘implies (p-PIND, and so CV;+l,k is a (Skolemized) extension 
of Si. Furthermore, it is a conservative extension, as shown by the following two 
lemmas: 
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Lemma 7.2. For i> l,k>3, I) E C$, Si C~_+,,,-&fines h+,. 
Proof. The function graph h;l( T,s, 6) = c can be defined by 
(3w)(w is a binary tree of depth j/s{j, each node containing an ordered pair with 
lengths bounded by ITi and IsI respectively, and 
the root of the tree is (T,c), and 
for each leaf (zd,u}, 
u = i 
1 if ~!J(LEFT(zI,s) 
LEFT(u + 1,s) if ~(LE~(~,~), and 
for each non-leaf node (~,~} with children {~~,~~) and {u~,Q.), 
v = CONC(ul, v,) and 
u = max(uj, u,). 
The whole formula is Cf,,,,. Ri+’ can prove the totality of the function by DC1 on 
T, so by Theorem 6.10 SL can also prove totality. The uniqueness of h@ is easy by 
proving the uniqueness of W. 0 
Lemma 7.3. For i & 1, k 22, and tj E I$, the theory Sg proves the “induction” axiom 
for h$. 
Proof. Consider the CF+, k n IT:,, k formula 
if w is as in the above definition of the graph of h;l( T, s, b), 
and if e(O) but T+(S), then 
for all nodes (u, V) in W, 
u = 0 ti -+(LEFT(LEFT(~~, o),s), 
u = RIGHT(lbI,v) f 1 MI,!I(LEFT(RIGHT(~~~,~~),s), and 
1 <u<RRIGHT(IbI,v)%t,b (l;]) A l+(u). 
By DC1 on T in the above formula, we can prove it for T = COUNTUP( The root 
of any such w will be (T,c) for some c. The assumption y?(O) rules out the possibility 
c = 0, and the assumption T+(S) rules out the possibility c = RIGHT(/bl, T)+ 1 (since 
RlGHT(~~~, I”) 2 is/), so only the third case remains. By [8], 3; proves LIND, a fortiori 
DCI, on E:f+, n II!,, formulae. q 
This shows that CVi+l,k is equivalent (modulo Skolemization) to Si. Now suppose 
Si F (3x)(Yy)4(a,x, y) where 4 f XI:,. Then Cq+i,k proves it too, and by the same 
Herbrand argument as in [24], CK+i,k proves 
4(a, h(a), 61) V &a, Ha, h 1, b2) V . . 1 V $(a, &(a, bl, . . . , L I 1, b,) 
for some constantly many Ai+l,k functions fi, . . . , fr. But Si defines the same func- 
tions fr , . . . , fr, which are all Eltz,,k, and proves the same statement about them. This 
concludes the proof of Theorem 7.1. 0 
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A previous version of this paper contained an adaptation of the argument of [24] that 
7;1 = S;” =S CP+, C I’I,~+,/poly. However, Buss [9] gave a simpler proof of a stronger 
result, h so I’ll adapt Buss’s technique instead. The main substantive difference between 
the following proof and Buss’s is the replacement of prefix induction with divide 
and conquer induction; however, the proof technique is interesting enough to warrant 
another exposition. 
The idea, as in other proofs [24, 91 involving student-teacher games, is to play 
the omniscient teacher, giving away as little information as possible, and playing for 
long enough that the student must show some semblance of originality, Later, a non- 
omniscient teacher faced with a new problem can enlist the aid of this same demonstra- 
bly nontrivial student and solve the problem. But before we can apply this technique, 
we must define some preliminary notions. 
Definition 7.5 (Buss). IIf is the class of quantified Boolean formulae in prenex form 
containing i blocks of like quantifiers, starting with a ‘d. 
TRU’(~, w ) is a formula stating that t$ encodes a IIf formula and w encodes a 
satisfying assignment of its free variables. 
SAT’($) is the formula (3w<4)TRUi(&w). 
Note that TRU’ and SAT’ are formulae in the language of bounded arithmetic, while 
C/I is a numeric encoding of a quantified Boolean formula (but we shall often identify it 
with that quantified Boolean formula, for convenience). Note also that we assume the 
encodings of fil and w are reasonably efficient, encodable and decodable in ALO~TIM~, 
and that any assignment of the free variables in C#I has an encoding numerically less 
than C$ itself. We assume standard functions for encoding and decoding sequences, e.g. 
SeqLen(s) = the length of the sequence encoded by s. 
It is well known that SAT’ is complete for XI;,,,, and therefore for Cp,_,.z formu- 
lae, under polynomial-time, many-one reductions. The techniques of the proof are not 
“also proved independently by a different technique in [34] 
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computationally demanding, and can be formalized in T;‘, Si, or even (with care) Ri, 
and the reductions can be weakened to Jf%? or even ALOGTIME. Indeed, for k >,2, 
SAT’ is complete for Zip,, k and CF+,,, under f& many-one reductions; the larger 
growth rates are needed only during the reduction. And by standard techniques, TRU’ 
is A;+, with respect to Ri. 
The problem we shall set our student is, given a sequence of n formulae $J~,c#Q,. . . ,
c),,, to find the longest initial sequence ~$1, ~$2,. . . , $I,,, all of which are satisfiable, and 
produce witnesses WI, ~2,. . . , w, for them. (To avoid funny behavior at 0, we give 
the student a witness wi for 41 for free.) However, we will accept a witnessed initial 
sequence if it is within a factor of 2 in length of the longest one. That is, the student 
is to realize the principle: 
(*) (V4 lY,qLd’)(3Wl ,.. .,w, d$)MaxSoln(a,&CC) 
where MaxSoln(a, 4, G) is defined by 
SeqLen(G) < SeqLen(J) 
A (VjiSeqLen(J))4j 621ai 
A (Vj d SeqLen(G))wj < C#)j 
r\(~~jS~eqLen(w))TRU’(~j,wj) 
A (SeqLen($)32. SeqLen(w) > 3j62. SeoLen(w)+4T’(~~)). 
Note that MaxSoln E II!+,, so (*) is a b’EXI~+, statement, and provable in RF’ by 
maximizing p < II$II in the Cf+, formula 
(X;$)(ISeqLen(G)l = p A (VjjSeqLen(G))TRU’($j,w,)). 
If, as we shall assume for the rest of this theorem, Si = RF’ and therefore Si could 
also prove principle (*), then Theorem 7.1 would imply the existence of a Q, student 
who witnesses it in some constant number r of rounds. If in a given round, the student 
proposes a sequence of witnesses ~1,. . . , w,,, which is not “nearly maximal”, the teacher 
is obliged to demonstrate that by providing witnesses for at least the first 2m formulae. 
ThusS;=R;’ implies there are functions fi,. . , fr, X:+,-defined in Sl, such that, for 
any witnesses ii; for I$, 
MaxSoln(a, 4, fl (a, 4, WI 1) 
V MaxSWa, 4, fXa, 4, WI,. . . , wzrn, 1) 
V MaxSoWa, 4, Ha, 8, WI,. , mm2 1) 
V MaxSoln(a, 6, f,(a, 6, ~1,. . . , mm,_, 1) 
where mj = SeqLen( fj(a, 4, WI,. . . , wzm,_, )). 
Define an original witness to be any witness the student produces without first 
being given. The trivial student, the one who never produces an original witness, 
will yield mi = 1, m2 =2, rnj =4 ,..., m, = 2’-‘ . So to coax an original witness from 
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our student, it suffices to let n 32’ and make all the formulae satisfiable. Define the 
formula FindsOrigBy(a,m, (41,. ,$s)) to be 
(~~~~<~21”1)((~~JjSeqLen(~))TRI/’(#~,wj)) 
3 (sosLon(fi (4 4, (~9 ))) > 1 
.v SeqLeWXa, 4, (~1, ~+)2}2j)) > 2 
VSeqLen(h(%d7 (wI,w2,W3,M14)) > 4 
V. . . V SeqLen(f,(a, ~$4 (w,,. . . , WHIM)) > 2”-I)). 
This states that, no matter what witnesses are provided for the formulae c$, the game 
will produce at least one original witness within the first m rounds, and therefore an 
original witness for one of the first 2” formulae. The assumption Si = R,“’ implies 
S~i-(~~,,...,~*~~2’a’) (( 4SATvs.r) 3 FindsOrigBy(a,r, 4) ). 
It is conceivable (assuming FindsOrigBy(a,m,$)) that, although the game is guar- 
anteed to give an original witness for one of the first 2” formutae, the student uses the 
later formulae to find it; for example, suppose the last formula in the sequence encodes 
a polynomial-time algorithm for SAT! The truth value of FindsOrigBy(a, m, I$) may 
therefore depend on all of 4, even though only the first 2” Cp’s are actually treated as 
formulae to be witnessed. We therefore distinguish between the parts of 4 that might 
be witnessed and the parts serving only as “advice” to the computation, and write, e.g, 
FindsOrigBy(a,m, (#i,. . . , Vjp},A). 
Now consider the formula PreAdvice(a,m,A) defined by 
This states that, for any sequence of 2”’ satisfiable formulae 4, and any witnesses for 
those formulae, the game with advice A will produce an original witness for one of 4. 
Recall that 
> FindsOrigBy(a, r, 4) ) . 
Rephrasing this in terms of advice, SL I- PreAdvice(a,r, 0). Since Y is a constant, SL 
proves without induction that there is a minimum m<r such that (3A)PreAdvice 
(at m, A). Let Advice(a, m, A) assert that m is such a minimum, and A is a correspond- 
ing advice string. Then Si k (~m.A)Advice(~, m,A). Finally, given a formula $ E Cg 
and “auxiliary” formulae ~$1, _ . . , #24nr-~, let TestSeq(& $) be the sequence of length 2m 
formed by concatenating 4 with 2”-’ copies of $. 
Now we are ready to prove the theorem. 
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y - I 
~ ~~~~(~,j) > FindsOrigBy(a,wr,TestSeq(~,41t),A) . 
j= I 
Proof. Assume Advice(a, m,A) and $ <21°1, If $ is satisfiable, then for any satisfiable 
sequence (pi,..., &,‘-I, TestSeq($, 11/) is a sequence of 2m satisfiable formulae and so, 
by PreAdvice(a,m,A), an original witness will be found for it. 
On the other hand, if rj is not satisfiable, then any original witness for TestSeq($, $) 
must actually witness one of the first 2m-’ formulae 4, using $ only as extra advice. 
Thus FindsOrigBy(a,m,TestSeq($, $),A) is equivalent to FindsOrigBy(a,m - 1, 
4, (A, I/I)). However, by minimality of m, there is no advice A’ for which PreAdvice 
(a, m- 1, A’) holds. In particular, for the advice A’ = (A, ll/), there must exist a satisfiable 
sequence Cpi,..., #2,~8~~ such that FindsOr~gBy(~.~ - 1,&A’) is false. q 
Thus in the presence of the “advice” A, which depends only on a, the CF+ I-complete 
formula SAT’($) is equivalent to the II:+, formula 
2”‘- I
W4 1,...,&,,-1 <2’“!) 
(. 
A SAT’(~~)>FindsOrigBy(a,tn,TestSeq(~,Ili),A) _ 
j=l i 
This proves the first part of the theorem: if B(x) E EF+r, then by the completeness 
of SAT”, there is a poly-time function f such that B(x) H SAT’(f(n)). We can think 
of the advice A as a (not necessarily single-valued) function of a E 2if@)l, CR2 n II&- 
defined in SL, so we have B(x) H C~~(x),~(~(~))) where C(&A) is the above II;+, 
formula. 
The second part follows immediately. In fact, since the reduction function f above 
can be made quasilinear [29], we get C/+,,k 2 II&,,,/quasilinear. 
The third, fourth, and fifth parts follow much as in [9]. 
8. Conclusions 
We have completed analogies with several previous results on the theories Si and 
Ti, filling the following gaps in our understanding of bounded arithmetic: 
l a general collapse of ppllog] down to .N%“, relative to all nontrivial levels of 
the polynomial hierarchy, and analogues for quasipol~omial, etc. hierarchies (see 
Corollary 5.7) 
l new complexity-theoretic implications of Sj = Tk (see Corollary 5.12) 
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l an elegant computational characterization of the single-valued X:-consequences of 
$,’ (see Corollaries 5.8 and 5.11) 
o complexity-theoretic implications of extending the known V3Cf-conservativity be- 
tween Sip’ and RI down to k = 2 (see Theorem 6.11). 
l complexity-theoretic and proof-theoretic implications of 5;. E R;i+’ (see Theorem 
7.4) 
This paper arose from the desire for more elegant computational characterizations 
of the Cg, consequences of Ri and Sk-‘. The classes Cl:, are natural, and seem to 
comprise a “large” subset of those consequences, but only under the explicit assump- 
tion of single-valuedness. Let Ql,k denote an (as yet undescribed) computational class 
that captures exactly those consequences, without a priori restricting to single-valued 
functions. Several research directions present themselves: 
l Augment the computational class Cl,f, with a symmetry-breaking primitive which, 
given a list of numbers at least one of which has a desired property, chooses an 
arbitrary element with that property. The resulting class would certainly include 
@i,k. but would the reverse inclusion hold, i.e. would the primitive preserve Rk- 
definability? Such a symmetry-breaking primitive, if not carefully restricted, would 
allow arbitrary bounded minimization and hence expand beyond q ,tk to all of Kl!’ i.h 
Assuming this can be avoided, is there another, more elegant way to describe the 
class? 
l Find complete problems for the levels of the polynomial hierarchy that are “parallel 
self-reducible”, i.e. an 333 or q fk circuit family with a yes/no oracle for the 
problem can construct a witness for its outermost existential quantifier. In this case. 
Qi,k would simply be FNC’:- 1 i or q {,, respectively. 
The success of either approach would imply Conjecture 1.1, Either approach would 
allow us to describe @i,k computationally and show, directly from its computational 
definition, that it can X:-realize R; proofs, and thus that it captures all the Xf conse- 
quences of R;. We could then continue the analogy from known results on Si and T: 
to say 
l VXF-conservativity between Si and RL would imply @;,J = q irk. 
l KlCf-conservativity (i.e. equivalence) between Si-’ and Tip’ would likewise imply 
G1,/; = 0” . 1.k 
On the other hand, perhaps Conjecture 1.1 is simply not true, and @;,x_ is fundamen- 
tally and irremediably a class of multi-valued functions. If we still have an interest in 
single-valued functions, then, this would suggest that R; is “too big”, and that perhaps 
it should be reformulated, e.g. without existential instantiation (or its sequent-calculus 
analogue). One such reformulation, in [27], restricts R; induction to Cp, formulae 
obtaining a converse to Theorem 6.1 at least in the k = 2 case. 
All the results presented in this paper can also be proven for a suitably axiomatized 
intuitionistic theory IRfG ~ indeed, the axiomatization in Section 2.5 was chosen to be 
intuitionistically useful. If one of the above approaches were successful, it seems likely 
that, by techniques similar to [7, 17, 191, @,,x would capture all the consequences of 
IR;, regardless of their syntactic complexity. 
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Several other holes remain in the web of analogies. One is our inability so far to 
prove analogues of Theorems 7.1 and 7.4 for k = 2, precisely the case of the greatest 
computational interest. Another is whether Iii+’ is indeed E@+, -conservative over $. 
Krajicek [22] shows that the equivalence Si E Ti, like the equivalence SF’ = Ti, 
would have surprising complexity-theoretic implications: any problem solvable in PC:-1 
could be solved with only O(log) many queries to its oracle. (It is not known whether 
this would imply the collapse of the polynomial hierarchy.) The author has not yet 
found a natural complexity class co~esponding to the CF’, -definable functions of Ri 
although [27] has made some progress on this. Such a class would provide stronger 
(and presumably still less plausible) implications of Ri G Sk. 
The larger questions not addressed in this paper remain stubbornly unsolved: are 
there any equivalences among the theories Rh, Si, and TL, is the theory Tk =Sk =Rk 
finitely axiomatizable for any k, and do the co~esponding complexity classes collapse? 
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